Studying Host-Virus Alliances using CRISPR Genetics
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Introduction

Viruses are lifeless, obligate, intracellular particles that serve as a carrier for their own genome, and require host cell components for replication. Through cell surface receptors these pathogens enter cells and adapt themselves with the host cellular machinery. Host cells, in turn, can neutralize the infection by sensing Pathogen-Associated Molecular Patterns (PAMPs), prompting the expression of antiviral proteins. The identification and characterization of these antiviral factors can provide ground-breaking insights into the host-virus alliance and basic facets of molecular biology leading towards discovery of potential targets in antiviral therapeutics. Approaches like forward genetic screening has markedly enhanced our understanding of fundamental biological processes in genetically tractable models like yeasts, drosophila, zebrafish and worms, however, these approaches were limited to these organisms. Due to the experimental complications, implicating forward genetics to cultured mammalian cells is a daunting and challenging task.

Interestingly, in mammalian systems, loss of function genetic approaches has lagged behind the gain of function approaches merely due to the scarcity of molecular tools that could function in high-throughput manner targeting both allele's indiploid genomes. Vector based ectopic expression of desired genes as a gain of function approach has been very successful in mammalian cells. Indeed, using this technique, various host cell surface receptors required for virus entry has been identified. Simply put, cell lines which are not susceptible for viral infection are transformed with cDNA libraries of viral infection permissive cell lines. The Hepatitis C viral entry through claudin1 and occluding receptors were identified using cDNA libraries from hepatocellular carcinoma cells. In contrast, loss of function approaches required stable knockout or knockdown of target loci. Initially RNAi approach has advanced our understanding of host-viral relationships [1,2]. Later on, a technique termed as haploid genetic screening had emerged which exploited the haploid human cell lines through insertion mutagenesis. Near-haploid karyotype of chronic myeloid cell line KBM-7 cells has been exploited to perform large-scale loss-of-function screens in human cells [3,4].

This technique used gene-trap retroviruses containing a strong adenviral splice variant site and a marker gene for selection. Insertional mutagenesis approach is highly mutagenic in a variety of organisms which also integrate a molecular tag for identification of disrupted gene. Using this approach, an enzyme known as cytidine monophosphate N-acetylneuraminic acid synthase (CMAS) and a transporter protein SLC35A2 were identified to be required for influenza virus infection. Indeed, mutants of these two genes showed complete resistance to influenza [4].

Later on, haploid genetic screen has identified Niemann- Pick C1 protein (NPC1) as a potential receptor for Ebola virus glycoprotein [5]. Interestingly, mutations were identified in the Ebola glycoprotein during 2013-2016 Ebola outbreaks which were found to increase the infection of primates [6]. In addition, Lassa viral glycoprotein was found to interact with Lysosome Associated Membrane Glycoprotein 1 (LAMP1) [7].

Indeed, Technological advances like RNAi and insertion mutagenesis had eased the task of disrupting gene expression in mammalian cells on a large genomic scale. However, RNAi knockdown approaches...
results in variable levels of target gene depletion and haploid genetic screens are confined to specific cell types containing a haploid karyotype.

Recently, the discovery of CRISPR/Cas genome editing approach has revolutionized the field of biological research. The reproducibility and target selectivity’s of CRISPR/Cas screens have surpassed the genetic screen performed by RNAi. CRISPR-Cas Knock-out alleles results in marked phenotypes and lower number of false positives. Interestingly, the initial discoveries using KBM7 cells revealed that it contained disomy of chromosome 8 and a portion of chromosome 15. However HAP1, a derivative of KBM7 cells have generated through genetic reprogramming, lacks second copy of chromosome 8. However, they are not complete haploid since they have retained a fragment of chromosome 15 fused to chromosome 19. Interestingly, CRISPR/Cas9 system was employed to delete Chromosome 15 disomy by deleting ~30million bases, encoding 330 human genes [8].

Viruses infect host in broad cell specific range which limits the haploid screening in potential identification of pathogenic factors. Virus permissive or non-permissive cells further limit the efficacy of haploid screening. In contrast, CRISPR/Cas genome editing has been conducted in a wide range of cell lines offering best results. Conventionally, CRISPR/Cas employed an endonuclease, Cas9, directed towards a specific genomic location by a single guide RNA (sgRNA) through base pairing. Cas9 generates DSB (Double Strand Break) at the target site location by a single guide RNA (sgRNA) through base pairing. To minimize off-target effect and statistical enrichment of target locations it was further refined up to 12 sgRNA/gene t [9-11].

The potential roles of CRISPR/Cas in discovering host virus relationships are numerous in numbers, leading towards the development of antiviral therapeutics. Several viruses have been studied using CRISPR/Cas screening. Mosquito-borne virus DENV (Dengue Virus), ZIKV (Zika virus), WNV (West Nile Virus) and Chikungunya virus have been characterized on the basis of their specificities in host interactions. A number of ER proteins are identified required for virus replication. Specifically, the components of ER-associated protein degradation pathway (ERAD, oligosaccharyl transferase complex (OST) and translocon-associated protein (TRAP) complex have been identified using CRISPR technology. Remarkably, flaviviruses replication decreased up to 10,000 fold upon knocking out those enriched proteins [12,13]. CRISPR/Cas screening of CD4+T cell lines have identified host factors required for HIV replication. Characterization of CD4 and co-receptor CCR5 (Chemokine receptor 5), CD166 and SLC35B2 transporter was achieved through CRISPR pathways in HIV infection [14]. Apart from that, mechanisms of host entry and cellular receptors of Noroviruses, a leading cause of gastrointestinal illness has been identified as well. CD300LF also known as CLM1, a protein receptor has been identified for norovirus infection through CRISPR/Cas screens. Genome editing of large DNA viruses like Epstein-Barr virus, Vaccinia virus and adenoviruses has been efficiently performed using CRISPR mechanism [15].

Additionally, mechanism of action of antiviral drugs like GS9K83 has been elucidated by CRISPR/Cas which inhibits viral replication through inhibition of dihydroorotatedehydrogenase, an enzyme required for pyrimidine biosynthesis. It has been further uncovered that GS9K83 reduce nucleotide levels through enzyme inhibition thereby blocking viral DNA synthesis [16]. Since its discovery, the repurposing of CRISPR/Cas mechanism as a potential genetic engineering tool has completely transformed the biological research in all aspects such as gene therapy, cancer and pathogenesis of various infectious diseases. The on-going efforts to further development and enhancement of CRISPR/ Cas system will help us to eradicate current and future diseases. Furthermore, combination of other genetic tools with CRISPR/ Cas will uncover functional interdependencies of viral and host dualism. We believe that expansion and refinement of this genetic tool for mammalian host cells manipulation will lead to the end of cold war between host and viruses.
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